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Breakthrough in Reactors delivered 120 Tesla, can destroy any space satellite,  Los 

Alamos used 1GW electricity to generate 100 Tesla years of work magnets destroyed, 

they can't understand new technology, electrons (electronic systems) have no effect on 

the plasma, Seekers were asked to take over control of reactors by their thoughts, saw 

changes on the scale, they were asked to make two keys to control reactors,  Interaction 

with Gans communication between fields 0 time,  Can detect persons motives,  2 people 

communicate with machine,  Will see the lift when ready and on basis of World Peace,  

only showing copper reactors for teaching, can use ping pong balls, A Gans is an Entity, 

pray for it, it understands what you need, Mobile phone has created big change in social 

interaction, chosen to be at Institute,  Religion man made, put an end two weeks ago,  

You don't see skins or containers in Universe, called free plasma,  Living among so many 

unseen creatures in Universe, need to recognize them, call them ghosts, feel touched but 

nobody around, making a "frame box" to see other creature in Universe, call it a "free 

plasma", then you'll see the past like video, the Christ will be there, Vatican lose power, 

technology given to free man, Harvard stole Keshe work on Ebola In Africa, Free 

Energy,  Plasmas don't heat, what gravitational field pulls in Magnetic releases,  Matter is 

created by the observer, not the strength of the Plasma, the gravitational magnetic field of 

your amino acid decides what become matter to you,  The whole point of nano coating 

with caustic is not to melt the metal and not to free the gans from the metal, but remain 

free within the metal, in that state they become atomic,  Scientists in East are achieving 

goals of Foundation much faster because of Yin/Yang understanding than in the West 

materialistic,  Cancer treatment with Gans of Gold, doesn't work, Most of Cancer in body 

are of Metallic core, Heavy metals are suppliers of a higher energy and become part of 

the cancer cells, Get rid of metals in body and cancer goes, Cancer cells are of a higher 

order of MagGrav field of own, because of there high strength they attract from blood 

and nerve cells that's how it spreads, rapid spread when lymph's removed,  The "brain" 

was tampered with by traitor in K Seekers,  analogy between plasmas and relationship,  

Putin has Cancer wants help, he must ask himself,  

 


